
Solve for Pharmacy Costs, Deliver New Value

Pharmacy grows in cost and 
complexity every year. The plan  
and your members share in the pain. 
Why not try a solution that helps  
drive down the cost of care and 
improve quality?

LEADERSHIP

Measurable Savings

2:1 plan to member savings

$92 average savings per fill

1 in 3 engaged members convert 

Exponential Value

Pharmacy strategy 

Member satisfaction and trust

Market advantage and stature
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Don’t Change a Thing – Just Optimize
We work with every PBM and every dimension of plan design and 
formulary. That means zero change or disruption to the programs 
you have in place, including rebate strategies. We simply overlay the 
pharmacy benefit to provide personalized, proactive and unbiased 
prescription drug transparency for every member on the plan. 

How it Works

Patented,  

cloud-based software 

and engagement 

technology ingests 

pharmacy data. 

Individual claims are 

mapped to cost-saving 

clinical and fulfillment 

alternatives within the 

formulary and plan design.

Members are proactively 

notified of savings 

opportunities, and engage 

with and through your plan to 

take advantage.  

Protect and Extend 
Your Investments 
Escalating pharmacy costs are at the 

root of many problems you’ve devoted 

considerable resources to address. By 

making medication more affordable for 

your populations, Rx Savings Solutions 

works to improve: 

Adherence

Medication Therapy Management

Chronic Disease Management

Plan pharmacy spend

Member out-of-pocket costs

Waste/fraud/abuse

Member experience

Member engagement

Member satisfaction

Hello Member,
 
You can save 
$247. Go to 
myrxss.com 
to learn more. 



Our Platform, Your Parameters
We recognize every health plan is unique, from the 
populations it covers to the experience it delivers.  
Rx Savings Solutions supports your plan’s strategy and 
roadmap with robust capabilities and flexible deployment 
options. You’ve made sizable investments in member 
experience, engagement and your digital footprint. Our  
add-on features make them more valuable and effective.

Real 
Savings

Health plans partner 
with us with different 
priorities in mind, but 
return on investment is 
always one objective. 
We help plans of all 
sizes achieve cost 
savings that are 
reflected in each new 
batch of claims. Your 
results and ROI are 
validated in real time. 
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Score on Satisfaction, Influence Quality 
Members consistently give favorable ratings for Rx Savings 
Solutions. Health plans can leverage our satisfaction scores 
toward their own. Everything we do, every product feature, is 
designed to help your members and improve the quality by 
which your plan’s performance is measured. 
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Net Promoter Score (NPS)

Real  
Difference

Survey your clients on 
their most pressing 
concerns in healthcare. 
Rising pharmacy costs 
would rank at or near 
the top of the list. Rx 
Savings Solutions sets 
your plan apart with a 
solution that’s proven to 
lower pharmacy spend 
and reduce member 
out-of-pocket costs. 

Real 
Advantage

Whoever your 
competition is in the 
market, Rx Savings 
Solutions gives you a 
powerful offering to help 
win new clients and keep 
the ones you have. Why 
compete purely on rate, 
network and plan design? 
Add an innovative, 
market-leading pharmacy 
solution to your arsenal.


